
Construction of your Premier RC Flags and Banners Multirotor Race Gates.

Before you begin empty the contents of the bag and ensure you have everything you need.

For the Slalom Gates you should have:
3 x 12.5 mm 42" �berglass poles 3 x 9.5 mm 42" �berglass poles 3 x 5 mm 42" �berglass poles
3 x ABS ground stakes  3 x banner style skins

For the Boundary Markers �ags you should have:
8 x 9.5 mm 30" �berglass poles 4 x ABS ground stakes  4 x banner style skins

For the Corner Gate you should have:
1 x banner style skins 5/8" Fiberglass Rod (sold separately) 13 Ft Telescoping Pole (sold separately)

For the Line Marker �ags you should have:
12 x 5 mm 42" �berglass poles 12 x �ag style skins

Slalom Gates: Unroll the Slalom Gates and separate the 3 di�erent sizes of �berglass tubes. Insert the 5 mm tube into 
the one end of the 9.5 mm tube. Insert the two tubes into the sleeve along the edge of your Slalom Gate. Once the 
two tubes have been slid all the way to the top of the �ag you can insert the bottom of the 9.5 mm tube into the 
metal ferrule of the 12.5 mm tube. Insert the 12.5 mm tube into the abs ground stake. See Install Ground Stake.

Boundary Markers: Unroll the Boundary Markers and insert one of the 9.5 mm tube into the one end the metal 
ferrule of a second tube. Insert the two tubes into the sleeve along the edge of your Boundary Marker. Once the two 
tubes have been slid all the way to the top of the �ag you can insert the bottom of the tube into the abs ground 
stake. See Install Ground Stake.

Corner Gate: Unroll the Corner Gate banner �ag. If you purchased a telescopic pole, extend it and slide it into the 
sleeve along the edge of your Corner Gate. The top of the banner is open and will need to be secured to the top of 
your pole. If you purchased a ground stake, hammer it into ground so it is secure. Take o� the pole bottom cap and 
slide the pole over the ground stake.

Line Markers: Unroll the Line Marker �ags. Insert the 5 mm tube into the sleeve along the one edge of the �ag. Slide 
it all the way to the top. After the tube has been slid to the top of the �ag, stretch the rubber O ring over the tab 
glued to the �berglass tube. These �ags can be pushed directly into the ground.

Install Ground Stake: Push the ABS ground stakes into the ground until the top of the stake is touching the ground. If 
the area is very hard and compact you may need a rubber mallet to drive the stakes into the ground. Never use 
metal hammers to drive the grounds stakes into the ground. This may cause damage to the ABS plastic.

Special Safety Note:  
Remember it is your responsibility to always �y safe. By following the AMA Safety Code, within the United states, you 
are protected by the Special Rule for Model Aircraft under the 2012 FAA Modernization and Reform Act. 

Flying FPV, As long as you continue to follow AMA’s safety guidelines for these activities, you can continue to �y, 
within the United states. Guidelines listed on the FAA UAS website do not negate the modeling activities and related 
safety procedures established in AMA’s community-based safety program. For additional and up to date information 
on Drone regulations and safety rules, within the United states, you can visit the AMA's website. http://www.mod-
elaircraft.org
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